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1 Introduction: Enumerative Existentials Revisited 
What throughout this paper will be called enumerative existential construction, can be best-
though not exhaustively- visualized by the following surface structure: 
     there + be + NP (+X)1 
The phonologically reduced introductory there (Hannay 1985:6; Papaja and Can 2016: 34) is an 
obligatory element in enumerative existentials (Davidse 1999: 242). Crucially, existential there 
is said to function structurally as a subject NP and not as a spatial adverb (Davidse 1999) or 
deictic there (Milsark 1979). According to Chen, “it can go through subject/auxiliary inversion 
in questions and question tags, and it can be raised to the subject position of a matrix clause” 
(Chen 2011: 49). Semantically, “it ‘brings something into awareness’ whenever the verb fails 
to accomplish such task” (Gomez-Gonzales 2001: 263).      
 As in other existentials, there is followed in enumerative constructions by some form of 
the verb be. However, it can be replaced by other verbs which serve as Process in existential 
clauses, such as remain or arise, for instance (Halliday 2004: 258).      
   The verb, in turn, in enumerative existentials is typically followed by a definite NP (Da-
vidse 1999; Bolinger 1977; Lumsden 1988; Hannay 1985), thus violating the “definiteness 
restriction” as advocated by Milsark (1979), for instance. The Existent NPs in enumerative 
constructions can thus consist of one definite description (determiner/quantifier + common 
noun), one proper name, one pronoun (Davidse 1999: 208), or of a list of definite NPs with 
occasionally indefinite ones towards the end as illustrated in the following example                                                                                     
(1) Alternatively, stroll around Switzerland’s delightful cities where old and new blend in perfect har-
mony. There’s the largest – Zurich – and Basle, Geneva, Berne, and the lovely Lausanne plus 
countless smaller communities, each with a special charm (CB in Davidse 1999 :183). 
Hence, importantly, the Existent NPs represent members (values) of a set (variable) which is 
typically mentioned in the previous text. Or, as put by Davidse, “an enumerative existential 
enumerates in ‘ordinal” fashion, with (implied) reference to a contextually specified type in-
stances sharing a superordinate type which corresponds to that contextual type” (Davidse 
1999: 240-241). Enumerative markers as for instance now, first, then or and are placed be-
tween Existent NPs or between clauses to enumerate instances in “ordinal” fashion. The 
variable that matches with these instances can be either textually evoked or inferable as the 
following examples illustrate: 
 





(2) He thought about all the other shops in Francis Street […]. There was O'Hora's drapery, and 
Johnny Fox's barber shop. (WB). 
(3) [preceding text: But Purdue wasn't just another school. I have a passion for Purdue. It's my alma 
mater.] And then there is Gene Keady […]. (WB). 
Thus, taking the grammatico-semantic features of enumerative existentials together, a more 
fine-grained surface structure can be extracted:  
  
there + be + (1) x, (2) y, (3) z, etc. of type T 
 
Now, given the definition of enumerative existentials, the object of the present paper is two-
fold: firstly, it aims at providing a descriptive analysis of enumerative existentials supporting 
also the characteristics in enumerative constructions crystallized above; secondly, Mira Ariel’s 
accessibility theory will be examined with respect to the accessibility markers used in enu-
merative existentials. Thus, this paper explores the grammatical and semantic features of 
enumerative existentials and suggests potentially useful avenues for further investigations on 
this topic. 
2 Data and Methodology 
In order to meet the aforementioned aims a corpus analysis was carried out using the Collins 
WordBanks Online (WB) corpus. In sum, 300 lines were extracted and searched for enumer-
ative existentials. Since the identification of enumerative existentials is highly dependent on 
the context, a basic query for existentials -including the existential there, a form of the verb 
be and a noun phrase- was used. Thus, the query syntax used for the data compilation was 
the following: 
    [tag=”EX”] [lemma=”be”] [tag=”NP”] 
This search using query resulted in 6258 hits. Out of these 6258 hits a random sample of 300 
lines was compiled with the help of WordBanks. This sample, in turn, was saved as a CVS file 
and opened in Excel. The data was then analyzed marking the enumerative existential con-
structions in a separate cell. The analysis revealed that 168, thus 56 %, were enumerative 
existentials. The other lines consisted basically of other there existential constructions or were 
mistakenly interpreted as existentials. For instance, deictic there was marked as existential 
there. Afterwards, the 168 enumerative existentials were further sub-analyzed regarding a) 
the number of enumerated NPs, b) the schema of enumeration (proper name or determiner 




superordinate type, and f) the discourse familiarity (“inferable” and “textually evoked”).  
 Finally, all the relative frequencies were calculated. Solely the calculation of the super-
ordinate types (e) was omitted, since their classification only served a broader semantic de-
scription. However, their position in the givenness-newness continuum was covered in f). At 
the end, Ariel’s accessibility theory provided the analytical framework to examine the occur-
rence of proper names in a more fine-grained manner.  
3 Results 
As previously mentioned, six grammatico-semantic features found in enumerative existentials 
were investigated. This section will elaborate separately on each of these points and lay the 
foundation for the test of Ariel’s Hypothesis. 
3.1 Descriptive Analysis 
The Number of Enumerated NPs. The analysis of 168 enumerative existentials has shown that 
33,33 % of the examples consisted of enumerated NPs. Hence, in 56 existential sentences 
more than one instance of the superordinate type was listed. The data revealed that most 
intrasententially enumerated existent nominals consisted of two instances (rel. frequency: 
44,64 %). This number is followed by lists of four instances (17,85 %), three instances (16,07 
%), and eight instances (5,35 %). The listing of five, six, seven, and ten instances occurred 
each twice (4 x 3, 57 %). 9 instances were listed once (1,78 %).  Interestingly, it can be stated 
that 74,98 % of the enumerative existential clauses with more than one instance consisted of 
an even number of existent NPs enumerating mainly 1-4 instances (78, 57 %).  However, the 
majority of enumerative existentials (abs. frequency: 112) mentioned only one instance of a 
contextually specified type.  
The Schema of Enumeration. As mentioned in the introductory section, existent NPs in enu-
merative existentials can be either realized as proper names or as determiner/quantifier + 
common noun. Since this section focuses on the schemes that are used in coordinated enu-
merative existentials, the analysis here investigates the aforementioned 56 examples. The 
following table demonstrates the absolute and relative frequency of schemas used to enu-
merate the existent NPs:   


























137 1 2 14 14 
relative fre-
quency 
81,54 % 0,59 % 1,19 % 8,33 % 8,33 % 
   Table 1: Absolute and relative distribution of schemas found in enumerative existentials. 
This table indicates that most values listed are represented as proper names as the following 
example illustrate:  
(4) Then there’s Arno Funke, a 42-year-old German who served seven years for extortion, and former armed 
robber Terry Smith, 44, who spent 11 years behind bars. (WB). 
Both existent NPs in this example, Arno Funke and Terry Smith are postmodified by relative 
clauses.               
 The second most used schema is either a combination of proper names and common 
nouns or the genitive case of a proper name plus a common noun (see below). In most cases, 
this type of enumeration (proper name + common noun) began with a proper name: 
(5) …then there was Richard, and that photographer, and Charles, and - what's the name of Diana's ex-
husband, man with curly hair, always chasing women, you know ... Bill. (WB). 
However, examples beginning with a common noun were also found: 
(6) There’s ballroom dancing and then there’s Burn the Floor. (WB). 
The common noun in (6) has no determiner nor quantifier. There were two examples found 
which consisted solely of common nouns violating the determiner/quantifier + common noun 
schema. These examples consisted of plural common nouns: 
(7) There are Gumby first-person shooters (the Green Guy and his orange pony pal Pokey fire little globs of 
clay at the nefarious Blockheads, who keep ducking in and out of children's books), Gumby role-playing 
games, in which you, too, can mould yourself into any shape to escape tough spots and decide whether 
to be Good Gumby or Bad Gumby, Gumby platformers in which reaching high spots isn't tough […] (WB). 




In (7) the proper name Gumby functions semantically and grammatically as a common noun. 
The existent NPs first-person shooters, role-playing games, and platformers are part of a prod-
uct line (Gumby) and cannot be disconnected from this proper name.    
 The same reasoning can be applied to the genitive of proper names. The construction 
“proper name [genitive] + common noun” functions wholly as a common noun, or, put differ- 
ently: the genitive of the proper name modifies the common noun.: 
(9) The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich takes a lot of space. I never did get through that, but I really should 
one day. There are Gladys Taber's Stillmeadow books. (WB). 
Since this schema was found to occur equally frequently as the combination of common 
nouns and proper names it was mentioned separately in the table. Surprisingly, only one in-
stance was found which corresponded to the schema “determiner/quantifier + common 
noun” containing the quantifier some. Those common nouns which occurred in combination 
with proper names were mainly preceded by the indefinite article a, the definite article the, or 
the demonstrative that.  
The Enumerative Markers.  Discourse markers which make the ordinal enumeration explicit 
are often conjunctions placed either between existential clauses or between existent NPs. 
According to Quirk et al. (1985: 634), listing conjunctions can be subdivided into enumerative 
(as first, second, thirdly, …) and additive (as similarly, in addition, further, …) conjunctions. 
However, the existential clauses in this corpus compilation contained also other conjunctions 
which are, according to Quirk et al. (1985), rather appositive (for instance) or transitional (now) 
in nature. Still, since they are embedded into enumerative existentials they will be semanti-
cally interpreted as introducing instances of a superordinate type in this paper. The following 
table illustrates the frequency of the markers used in enumerative existentials: 








30,95 % 26,78 % 3,57 % 1,19 % 4,16 % 0,59 % 




From this can be concluded that then and and are the most frequently used conjunctions. 
However, the analysis has shown that, in contrast to Quirk et al.’s classification, lists can be 
also marked by appositives and discoursal transitionals. 
Means Used for Previous Enumeration. Enumerative existentials can occur in different enu-
merative contexts. In general, four different enumerative settings could be identified which 
surround an enumerative existential. Firstly, enumerative existentials can be preceded by 
other enumerative existentials. These existentials, in turn, do also list members of a superor-
dinate type which corresponds to a contextually defined type: 
(10) [preceding text] For the younger visitors there is also that firm favourite Toytown, which offers plenty of 
rollicking good fun. There's Toadie's Crazy Cars, a driving excursion where toddlers literally get to drive 
their parents round the bend. (WB). 
This example consists of juxtaposed enumerative existentials. The values listed share the su-
perordinate type “attractions for younger visitors” which one finds in the contextually defined 
type “Dennis’s Madhouse”.            
 Another example contained a series of enumerative existentials: 
(11) [preceding text] There is IBM, which has only one product. There are the pharmaceutical companies 
which have only one customer, the physician. There are the multinational commercial banks which have 
only one technology: financing business. There is Sony, which is the most multinational of all Japanese 
companies with almost half of its sales and profits coming from outside of Japan-yet concentrated on 
consumer electronics, and on a fairly small range at that. There is ADELA, the multinational venture 
banker in Lima, Peru, which concentrates on Latin America. (WB). 
In (10), general types (the pharmaceutical companies, multinational commercial banks) alter-
nate with more specific types (IBM, Sony, ADELA). However, as in (9), each enumerative 
existential lists an instance of a superordinate type (“single-market or single technology com-
panies”) which corresponds to the contextually defined type “successful multinational com-
pany”).              
 The second enumerative context that was identified mentions instances of the superor-
dinate type prior to the existential clause: 
(12) They were there to see an event with more than 20 cars boasting World Championship specification and 
dozens more MkII Escorts, Mitsubishis, Corollas and Peugeots behind them. There were Morris Minis 
and Ford Cortinas as well. (WB).                              
This type of enumeration in sequence occurs the most frequently as table 3 will show. It is 




followed by lists of additional instances. The same applies to enumerative existentials which 
con-sist of only one instance of a contextually defined type. However, the focus in this analysis 
lays on the enumerations that preceded the enumerative existential: 
 juxtaposition of enumera-
tive existentials 
enumeration of superordinate 
type instances 
absolute frequency 24 82 
relative frequency 19,04 % 65,07 % 
              Table 4: Absolute and relative frequency of types of previous enumerations 
Hence, this table shows that most enumerative existentials are preceded by a common list of 
instances that share the same superordinate type as the instances enumerated in the enu-
merative existential. Clusters of enumerative existential are comparatively rare and 63,09 % 
of enumerative existentials are not preceded by any of these forms of enumeration. 
Discourse Familiarity of the Superordinate Type. Since the existents in enumerative existen-
tials are typically coded as “presumed known to the hearer” (Davidse 1999: 231), this section 
will investigate whether the superordinate types are predominantly textually evoked or infer-
able. The relation of a textually evoked superordinate type and its members being listed in the 
enumerative existential are coreferential, though, they do not include the same lexical item:  
(13)  Jim also knows that there are one or two senior sales personnel in Lion who have retained informal links 
with the water industry (indeed, hence the residual 25 per cent market share). For example, there is 
Frank Livingstone in the North-West who has retained a major share of his local water industry business. 
Also there is Tom Evans in Wales who has actually captured his local water business from the competi-
tion. (WB). 
Senior sales personnel in Lion who have retained informal links with the water industry con-
stitutes a textually evoked superordinate type and is followed by an enumeration of its mem-
bers. Put differently, textually evoked superordinate types are already in the discourse-model 
on textual (or situational) grounds. Inferable superordinate types, on the other hand, are, as 
the name suggest, more difficult to grasp. In this case, it is assumed that the superordinate 
type can be inferred from the context, by logical or plausible reasoning or from other evoked 
or inferable discourse entities (Prince 1992: 304-306). Hence, the lack of an explicitly evoked 




(14)  At under £5 each, they're a must for any occasion. You'll go nuts for Hazelnut Roulade, light sponge 
filled with praline and cream and decorated with cream and hazelnuts. Or how about a slice of Cointreau 
Cake, with its irresistible layers of sponge laced with Cointreau orange sauce and cream and decorated 
with mandarin oranges? For chocoholics, there's Chocolate Truffle Gateau, rich chocolate mousse lay-
ered with sponge and topped with chocolate truffles. (WB). 
Here, the superordinate type needs be inferred. It can be assumed that the existent NP is an 
instance of a superordinate type which can be best described by “range of chocolate or 
sweets”. In fact, the analysis revealed that most superordinate types need to be inferred (rel. 
frequency 67,85 %; abs. frequency: 114) whereas a third of the superordinate types were 
textually evoked 32,14 % (abs. frequency: 54) 
3.2 Accessibility Theory 
Following Mira Ariel’s argument, referring expressions are guidelines for retrievals (Ariel 1988: 
68). The expressions used mark the degree of accessibility of the referent, thus, they provide 
information about its storage in memory. Practically, low accessibility markers (such as proper 
names and definite descriptions) refer to entities that are currently not in working memory, 
whereas high accessibility markers (as pronouns) refer to entities typically held in short-term 
memory (80). Mid accessibility markers (as demonstrative pronouns) can be placed in the mid-
dle of the accessibility scale as the following hierarchy illustrates:    
        
 
                           Figure 1: Accessibility for Discourse Referents (Ariel 1990: 73). 
Now, given the assumption that existential clauses “bring something into awareness” 
(Gomez-Gonzales 2001: 263), that is at the same time presented as new information (Halliday 
2004 : 257), it can be reasonably supposed that enumerative existentials contain mainly refer-




“Schema of Enumeration”, proper names were found to occur with a frequency of 81,54 % 
in coordinated enumerative existentials. However, proper names were not subcategorized 
into full names, last names and first names in the previous analysis. In order to determine the 
occurrence of these types of proper names, those examples were extracted which introduced 
persons as existent NPs. All in all, 104 enumerative existentials could be identified falling 
within this category. The distribution of full names, last names and first names is visualized in 
this table: 
 
         Table 5: absolute and relative frequency of full names, last names, and first names. 
Crucially, the results indicate that first names occurred two times more frequently than last 
names. According to Ariel’s scale, first names are rated to have a higher accessibility status 
than last names. This distribution demonstrates a certain violation to the distribution one could 
assume when looking at Ariel’s scale. Taking into account the position that enumerative exis-
tentials “draw the hearer’s attention to entities whose discourse status is ‘hearer new’” (Da-
vidse 1999:31), one could infer that last names will occur more frequently than first names; or 
put differently: the lower the accessibility status, the higher its frequency.    
 However, this quantification does not allow any conclusions about the significant differ-
ence between the occurrences of full, first and last names. To test the significant difference, 
it is necessary to compare the expected values with the observed values which would require 
the compilation of a second data set of enumerative existentials. Nevertheless, it can be con-
cluded that the majority of enumerative existentials introduces referents with extremely low 
accessibility markers indicating that the addresses needs to retrieve the referent from the less 
accessible source. 
4   Conclusion 
Although it was reported by Halliday that existential constructions make up not more than 
three percent of the overall language use (Halliday 2004:257) they found their way persistently 
 full name last name first name 
absolute fre-
quency 
63 16 25 
relative fre-
quency 




into the spoken and written discourse. From Halliday’s “three-percent-mark” can be con-
cluded that enumerative existentials occur even less frequently since the constitute a subtype 
of existentials. However, this frequency of occurrence stands in disproportional relation to the 
variety of its occurring forms.           
 The aim of this paper was to provide a detailed description of the intraclausal properties 
of enumerative existentials, as well as of their broader environment, and to link the results 
found in the corpus to Ariel’s accessibility theory. A data set of 168 enumerative existentials 
retrieved from Wordbanks provided the basis for this analysis.       
 Basically, the results found in this paper support some of the main generalizations on 
enumerative existentials by adding also some new findings. For instance, proper names con-
stituted the dominant schema of enumeration, but were followed by more fine-grained sche-
mas (e.g. proper name + common noun) that received little or no attention in the literature on 
enumerative existentials. Additionally, it was found that enumerative existentials are predom-
inantly construed as “one-instance” clauses, thus mentioning only one instance of a superor-
dinate type. Only one third consisted of coordinated existents. Crucially, it was found that the 
number of coordinated existents was mainly even and not bigger than four. Since this may be 
of interest to researchers examining the processing of enumerated information, future inves-
tigations might reanalyze bigger data sets focusing on the number of existents.         
 In general, the findings in the descriptive analysis can be summarized in the following 
way: enumerative existentials are mainly preceded by constructions that enumerate further 
instances of the same superordinate type, are mostly introduced by the enumerative markers 
“then” and “and”, consist mainly of one value (one instance) which is in most cases repre-
sented by a proper name that needs to be inferred by reasoning or from other textually evoked 
entities.              
 These findings are, however, deduced from fundamental limitations of this paper. Since 
a subcorpus is missing in this analysis no significance test could be carried out. Hence, future 
research might not only include bigger data sets, but compare also different sets to determine 
whether the differences are due to chance or whether they hint at significant distributional 
differences.              
 The same can be applied to the second part of the analysis. In order to test Ariel’s ac-
cessibility theory, a second data set is needed. However, the results regarding the accessibil-
ity markers have shown that most proper names in enumerative existentials consist of full 
names which are, while violating the Ariel’s accessibility hierarchy, followed by first names 
instead of last names. This finding needs to be examined in a broader context taking into 




also require a more in-depth analysis of Ariel’s hypothesis and similar findings for the English 
language, since her analysis focuses mainly on Hebrew. Still, the fact that a higher accessibility 
marker (first name) is used more frequently than a lower one (last name) may also demon-
strate the semantic (or functional) variability of enumerative existentials.    
 Be that as it may, in order to provide more evidence for such speculations more research 
has to be carried out on enumerative existentials. It is not despite, but indeed because of a 
lack of empirical findings that (enumerative) existentials do cause flurries of debates. This 
paper sought for an approach to extend some major findings on enumerative existentials by 
embedding them into grammatical, semantic, and cognitive considerations.  
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